Y1 The Enchanted Woodland Learning Journey
Vocabulary
• Woodland
• Evergreen
• Deciduous
• Habitat
• Hibernation

Knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•

To know the basic plant structure- root, stem, leaf, flower,
petal, fruit, seed and bulb.
Trees have wooden stems called trunks
Plants are living things.
Living things need to be cared for to survive.
To know that particular tools are used for different purposes.
To know that transient art is moveable, non-permanent and
made by natural materials.

Science: Observing using
equipment to measure
circumference of trees.

Science: To identify and name a
variety of common wild and garden
plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees.

Skills
• Capital letters
•
Full stops
•
Adjectives
•
Conjunctions
•
Verbs/nouns

Science: Identifying and describe
the basic structure of a variety of
common flowering plants, including
trees.

RE: Diwali celebrations.

Geography:
Creating maps for our
animals.

RE: Who is a Christian
and what do they believe.

History: Of Botanical
Gardens of Leicester.

Outcome 1

Foundation
Science: Seasonal
changes.

Information text: factual
sentences.

Information text.
Sequencing a recount from our trip to
Beacon Hill.

A firm
understand

Plan, write and publish letter.
Edit and publish whole
class information text.

Information text:
Headings.
To write a recount of our trip.

Sentence types:
questions.

Outcome 2

Narrative, learn story T4W.

Narrative
Writing letters
Publishing Information
Text
Recount

English
Analysing and using nouns,
verbs, adjectives and
conjunctions.

Understand different
trees, animals and
habitats

Prepositions.

Narrative- introduction.

Special letter
received!

Narrativeresolution

Narrative- build up.
Using nouns, verbs,
adjectives and conjunctions
in sentences.

Art: Using watercolours and
free prints for woodland
scenes.

Role play/drama.

Creative
DT: Selecting appropriate
tools, strengths and
weaknesses making
hedgehogs.

DT: Why is a product
important? Creating and
designing binoculars.

Music: Singing, dancing and acting for
KS1 Nativity production.

Outcome 3
Design and making models
Mini book
Develop a range f artist
skills

Art: Using soft and hard pencils for
sketching.
Art: Collage using natural materials
Andy Goldsworthy style.

Respect

Resilience

Resourcefulness

Responsibility

Remembering

Reflectiveness

